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COMMENTS ON 
THE DISCOVERY AND EVOLUTION OF 
THE MULTIQUADRIC METHOD 
ROLLAND L. HARDY 
I have been asked to recall some details about the discovery of the multiquadric method including 
evolutionary aspects that have developed through the years. A few references will be given to 
confirm the geometric and physical ideas associated with the method. In [I], I discussed my 
attempts to use a harmonic or polynomial series to represent topography from scattered ata. 
For my purposes they were failures, as were other methods which I investigated after a literature 
review. 
As a result, I turned to a heuristic approach which was eventually successful. I was probably 
fortunate that my problem concerned topography, a visible phenomenon, which enables one 
to make some basic observations about efficient interpolation. By selecting elevation data at 
significant changes in slope, highs, lows, saddles, and other features, one is of course dealing with 
scattered ata. Beyond that, one is generally dealing with near linear interpolation of contour 
locations between data points. For simplification, I wanted a solution that worked for a one- 
dimensional topographic profile of a linear feature such as that associated with the construction 
of a new highway. On a strict linear interpolation consideration, I wanted a linear combination 
of functions that would fit a sequence of data points exactly, with no-nonsense in between, i.e., 
a straight line from point to point. With the problem defined this way, I could see why a Fourier 
series or other classical series had to be rejected. Using an infinite series to approximate connected 
straight line segments on a topographic profile would be the equivalent of using a cannon to swat 
a fly. I needed a simpler fly swatter. 
I discovered that the basis function I needed for my linear combination was a pair of straight 
lines called the absolute value function, i.e., [(X - Xj)2] 1/2 - IX - Xj[. Then it was easy to see 
that if I wanted a continuous first derivative of the profile, and a bit of curvature (vertical curves) 
in the profile, I could change to a hyperbola s the basis function, namely ( (X  - X j )  2 -b A2)1/2. 
Going to two dimensions was also easy. Rotating a hyperbola bout its vertical axes produces 
a hyperboloid [(X - Xj) 2 -b (Y - ~)2 + A2]. Degenerate cones become the basis functions if 
A2 -- 0. The pr&ctical multiquadric solutions to several two-dimensional mapping problems were 
given in reference [1]. 
It was anticipated in [2} that a physical interpretation for multiquadric equations would be 
found, but I suggested that practical usage be based on analytic geometry as a first step, without 
waiting for a physical explanation, if one indeed existed. 
Two papers in 1975 [3,4] introduced the concept of a point mass model as being a special case 
of the multiquadric method. The point mass model for potential involves a linear combination 
of reciprocal distances in three dimensions. So the basis function for evaluating potential on a 
plane by the point mass model is [(X - Xj) 2 + (Y - ~)2 + (Z - Zj)2] -1/2 in which [Z - Zj l  can 
be taken as the constant depth of point masses below the plane. It was also observed that the 
multiquadric method includes a three-dimensional distance as the basis function. The so-called 
smoothing constant A2 can be used as a third component of distance, i.e., A 2 -- (Z -  Zj) 2. So, 
in an analogous manner, the multiquadric basis function for expressing ordinates on a plane (not 
necessarily potential) could be taken as [(X - Xj) ~ + (Y - ]~)2 + (Z - Zj)~] 1/2. As a result of 
this observation, the point mass model was characterized as being a reciprocal multifuadric or 
meltiquadric harmonic. The bell shaped response on a plane due to a single point mass below 
the plane was characterized as a reciprocal hyperboloid. 
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But it was not until 1980 that it became known to me that the three-dimensional distance 
kernel in the original multiquadric form was biharmonic. See [5]. 
Many of my papers in the past decade have been based on intuitive ideas related to bihsrmonic 
potential, and will not be referenced here. At first, as in [5], I tried to relate disturbing potential 
at the boundary of a sphere to an elQtostatic response inside the sphere generated by density 
anomalies. This was encouraged somewhat by studies of elastostatic potential. Knowledge of 
biharmonic potential seems to be "more advanced in elastcstatics than other fields. A major 
difference is that elastostatic potential is generated by exterior forces and ~d~l forces are neglected. 
It seems clear to me now that the physical bask for the MQ method is best represented by infernal 
gravitational .forces, i.e., body forces which are of greatest interest in geodesy and geophysics. But 
very little if any use of biharrnonic potential has been reported in the geodetic and geophysical 
literature. Hopefully, my paper on this subject in this special issue of Compm~era ud  Me,  emetics 
with Applicafions will cause others to investigate the MQ-B method in terms of its usefulness as 
a potential function. Knowing that MQ-B is a potential function does not detract from its usage 
for other purposes. It simply confirms the physical relationship that was anticipated earlier. 
It enlarges the scope of MQ from being an excellent interpolator of general three-dimensional 
interest, to one of particular interest in potential theory, especially biharmonic potential theory 
in self-attracting bodies. 
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